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Free Essay: What is Nursing Informatics? Technology and innovation have transformed the way people function
personally and professionally. In the past.

Online access to journal articles prevents repeated research programs and makes assessment easy. How do I
rate on the nursing informatics knowledge scale? The purpose of this discussion board is to compare and
contrast informatics and clinical informatics, provide examples of clinical informatics within my organization
and describe how nurse managers can utilize clinical informatics to improve patient care in their unit and to
discuss why implementation of electronic health records was mandated Nursing informatics has evolved over
the last half decade from a system with only a few abilities to a worldwide technological system used in many
hospital settings and physician offices in order to unify healthcare, eliminate error, and allow clinicians to
spend less time charting and more time fulfilling job duties. Everyday more people join Facebook. As nursing
has advance throughout history, the different fields in nursing have also suffered a lot to changes, there are
different advanced practice roles and scope of practice found in the master of nursing curriculum in recent
times, among these categories there is the nurse practitioner NP , the nurse educator, nurse administrator, and
nurse informaticist Show More Informatics nursing combines information technology and nursing science in
an effort to process patient-related data and assist in making important medical decisions. Information
technology is widely used by different hospitals worldwide to strengthen the quality that was given to the
patients. But in the long run, many of them wants to improve their knowledge and be part of the rapid
immersion of information technology in the field of nursing to provide benefits both in the patient and nurses
such as more accurate data and zero errors in drug administration, accessibility and easy view of the patients
record by the health care team at the same time when needed. This literature review is organized to grow on
each independent section so that you, the reader, can form your own opinion, but take with you the universal
understanding of how information technology will lead u Under this module, there were four units; knowledge
and clinical judgment, nursing concepts, priority setting frameworks, and testing and remediation. The nurse
can systematically collect data that can be transformed into information for decision making and can also be
used to examine what practices, treatments, and procedures are associated with the best outcomes. Nurses
should make room for learning to improve their knowledge of nursing informatics. Several studies have shown
that the integration of implicit and explicit knowledge and management of different types of knowledge will
help to determine the best treatment plan. The advanced technology available in recent years allows nurses to
collect data from patents, share the information with other nurses and healthcare providers to provide better
care and knowledge that can be gather from the information. These issues are the following: 1 lack of access
to research findings; 2 lack of ability to mine the information from the bibliographic databases; 3 lack of time;
and 4 lack of the value in research. In this regard, easy remote diagnostic software and hardware are designed
to facilitate E-health services. Advocating for advanced nursing degrees, the Institute of Medicine IOM in
conjunction with the Robert Wood Johnsons Foundation published a report in that suggested nurses with
higher degrees would None of which could be accomplished without teamwork, collaboration and informatics.
With healthcare needs also steadily increasing, it is necessary to compile and retrieve patient information in an
efficient manner. Nurses must work with other healthcare staff, the patients and their families to provide
patient-centered and quality care.


